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Jochen Pagenberg voted for the
second time Germany’s leading lawyer
for patent and trademark legal expertise
in “The International Who’s Who of
Business Lawyers 2008”

“Jochen Pagenberg of Bardehle Pagen-
berg Dost Altenburg Geissler is the 
highest ranking German lawyer for patent
expertise and a member of our elite group
of practitioners. An 'outstanding and
highly-respected' lawyer, acknowledged
for his experience coordinating multi-ling-
ual, multi-jurisdictional patent cases, but
also for his expertise counselling clients
on licensing matters. He is chairman of
the special committee of the AIPPI on liti-
gation concerning European patents.

Reinhardt Schuster was also mentioned
to researchers as 'technically astute' and
'active in various industries'. He received
particular praise for his work concerning
plasma sources, semiconductor techno-
logy and chip architecture, enzymes,
pacemakers, vascular stents and medical
implants.

Specialist firms such as Bardehle
Pagenberg continue to produce the coun-
try’s highest nominated lawyers. Name
partner, the ‘very strong’ Jochen
Pagenberg received the most recommen-
dations in the country in this year’s
research. A “big player”, he specialises in
litigation and licensing. 

His colleague, the ‘seasoned and well
regarded’ Peter Munzinger also perfor-
med well in the research.

The 2008 edition of 'The International
Who's Who of Trademark Lawyers' is a
result of months of independent research
incorporating feedback from lawyers and
in-house counsel, and covers 520 lawyers
in 63 separate jurisdictions. 'The
International Who's Who of Patent
Lawyers' is the result of a similar research
process and lists 303 experts in 39 juris-
dictions. It is impossible to buy entry into
The International Who's Who of Business
Lawyers."

Dr Jochen Pagenberg

1. German Federal Supreme Court: On
validly claiming the priority for a patent
claim with a limiting feature which was
not disclosed in the priority documents
(Decision of January 30, 2008 – Case X
ZR 107/04 – “Betonstraßenfertiger”/
“Machine for producing concrete
roads”). 

A patent can validly claim a priority -
even if a technical effect is claimed
which is not literally disclosed in the
priority documents if it is self-evident
for the average person skilled in the art
that said technical effect is achieved
when the invention is carried out. 

In the decided case, the plaintiff request-
ed the nullification of the German part of
a European Patent in a German nullity
lawsuit. The patent-in-suit claimed the
priority of a Belgian patent application
filed on April 19, 1994. The nullity com-
plaint was based on written prior art and
a prior public use of a machine for pro-
ducing concrete roads of the type “D
Paver 2500”. This machine was exhibited
by the defendant on a trade fair in Paris
from April 19-24, 1994. It was undisputed
that the exhibited “D Paver 2500”
machine disclosed all features of the
claimed invention. The German Patent
Court therefore nullified the patent-in-suit
in its full extent. In the nullity appeal pro-
ceedings, the defendant defended the
patent auxiliary by means of additional
limitations, wherein it was in dispute
whether the priority of the Belgian patent
application can be validly claimed in view
of the limited claims. 

In the present decision, the German
Federal Supreme Court further specified
its permanent case law on priority claims.
The general rule is that a priority can be
validly claimed if the priority application
and the priority claiming application relate
to the same invention. This “same inven-
tion” requirement is given if the combina-
tion of the features of the independent
claim of the priority claiming application is
disclosed in its entirety as belonging to
the invention in the priority application.
The subject matter of the priority claiming
application is determined by its claims;
the content of the priority application is
determined by the entirety of the applica-
tion documents. In general, the principles
of a novelty test are applicable for this
determination. 
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In addition, the decided case shows that,
according to the Federal Supreme Court,
the required identity may also be given if
a technical effect or explanation is added
as a limitation to the independent claim of
the priority claiming application, even if
said technical effect or explanation is not
literally disclosed in the priority applica-
tion. However, this requires that the tech-
nical effect or explanation is also
achieved in the priority application, even if
it is not literally mentioned, further, that
this is self-evident for the average person
skilled in the art, and that the technical
effect of the proposed solution is deriv-
able from the overall disclosure of the pri-
ority application. In the present case, the
technical effect was found to be derivable
from the figures of the priority application,
and consequently the Federal Supreme
Court arrived at the result that the priority
was validly claimed. 

Although the German Federal Supreme
Court generally chooses a rather strict
approach with respect to the requirement
of the identity of the inventions of the pri-
ority application and the priority claiming
application, the reported decision shows
that it is not, in any event, necessary to be
able to refer to a literal disclosure of all
claimed features to validly claim priority.
As in similar examples, e.g. with respect
to the interpretation of patent claims, the
German Federal Supreme Court attaches
much importance to the functional under-
standing of the invention by the average
person skilled in the art in view of its
object and advantages. Applicants will
certainly approve this in practice.

Reported by Alexander Wunsch

2. European Patent Office: Amend-
ments in opposition proceedings and
objections to lack of clarity (Technical
Board of Appeal 3.2.03, decision of of
February 21, 2008 – Case T 1459/05,
not foreseen for publication).

In its landmark decisions G 9/91 and G
10/91, the Enlarged Board of Appeal
drew consequences from the fact that
opposition under the EPC is an inde-
pendent procedure following the grant
procedure. The Board limited the prin-
ciple of examination ex officio by hold-
ing that the requirements for the state-
ment of grounds for opposition had the
function of establishing the legal and
factual framework within which the
substantive examination of the opposi-
tion was  to be conducted in principle
(OJ EPO 1993, 408, 420, Reasons pt. 6).

The ensuing case law of the Technical
Boards of Appeal interpreted this to mean
that objections to formal deficiencies in
amended claims were restricted if they
did not arise from the amendments made,
e.g. if the respective claim resulted in
substance from the combination of grant-
ed claims. Objections to inadmissible
extension were treated as a new ground
for opposition under Article 100 c) EPC
and objections to lack of clarity were not
allowed at all, Article 84 EPC not being a
ground for opposition.

As reported in decision T 913/05 (see pre-
ceding IP Report 2008-II), extending the
examination of new grounds for opposi-
tion to situations in which the amendment
of the claims by combining claims as
granted amounted to a “fresh case”.

In the meantime, greater significance has
also been attributed to the examination of
clarity. In the case underlying decision T
1459/05, the proprietor filed an appeal
against the decision of the opposition
division revoking his patent for a device
for the ventilation of a baking stove with
muffle. In appeal proceedings, the propri-
etor filed an independent claim with the
additional limiting feature “whereby the
fan wheels are adapted to a relation of the
cooling air and vapour discharge air flows
of 20:1” which was the characterizing part
of granted claim 4, depending on granted
claim 1. In its decision, Technical Board
of Appeal 3.2.03 accepts that, according
to predominant case law, clarity is not an
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issue if a claim is the result of the combi-
nation of an independent claim with a
claim depending on it.

However, the Board – as an exception –
does not follow this case law in deciding
on the appeal. According to the Board,
there is an exceptional situation: Only the
added feature might result in a distinction
from the cited state of the art, but the
meaning of the feature is so unclear that
the distinction cannot be recognized or
defined with a degree of certainty which
the skilled person could reasonably
expect. An operation condition which is
not even mandatory is defined by the
functional feature as a parameter for
dimensioning the fan wheels. The Board
explains in detail why the feature does not
give an immediate general teaching how
to design the respective fan wheel.

The Board explains that the previous case
law started from the assumption that in
grant proceedings all claims individually
and in respect of their dependencies had
been systematically examined in respect
of the requirements of Article 84 EPC. The
Board notes that the basis on which this
case law was developed has substantial-
ly changed during the last years, not least
because the number of claims has steadi-
ly and in part rapidly increased. 

The Board in principle acknowledges the
practice not to examine clarity in respect
of amendments by combining granted
claims, but it sees the need to exercise its
discretion and to deviate from the estab-
lished practice in individual and excep-
tional cases. Such an exceptional case
arises if the further examination of the
amended claims in respect of novelty or
inventive step were considerably aggra-
vated or not leading to reasonable results.

The Board concludes that such a situa-
tion is given in the case at hand. The
functional feature was so vague and
unclear that it could not define a substan-
tial, clear distinction from the state of the
art which was necessary for the further
examination of novelty and inventive step.
Thus, the respective request did not meet
the requirements of Article 84 and the
appeal was dismissed.

This decision will please those who are of
the opinion that Article 84 EPC should be
a ground for opposition anyway, an idea

which was rejected by the legislator of the
Convention because it would unneces-
sarily complicate proceedings and would
open the door to dilatory oppositions.
Indeed, lack of clarity as a ground for
opposition would open a new battlefield
for formal objections in opposition pro-
ceedings and detract from examination of
the substantive requirements for
patentability. Therefore, attempts to intro-
duce Article 84 EPC into the grounds of
opposition by amending Article 100 EPC
turned out to be unsuccessful.

The reported decision remains within the
framework of Article 100 EPC. However, it
puts an end to limiting amendments in
opposition proceedings, the limits of
which remain in the dark, but which are
intended to delimit the claim from the
cited state of the art, thereby conveying
novelty or inventive step to the claimed
invention. In the past, the only remedy
against such an amendment was to give
the unclear feature the broadest possible
interpretation with the consequence that
substantive objections under Article 54,
56 or 83 could be made more easily. If the
approach of T 1459/05 becomes general-
ly accepted, the introduction of unclear
features from dependent claims will be
discouraged because such an amend-
ment might not take the hurdle of admis-
sion into the proceedings.

Reported by 
Dr. Rudolf Teschemacher
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3. Düsseldorf Appeal Court: In a phar-
maceutical case, the Court granted a
preliminary injunction against the offer
and sale of drugs containing the active
ingredient “Olanzapine” (Decision of
May 29, 2008 – Case 2 W 47/07 –
“Olanzapine”).

In an unprecedented and highly con-
troversial move in Germany’s dual sys-
tem of separate courts for infringement
and validity, the Court ruled in favour of
the patent holder against a producer of
generic medicinal products, on the
basis of a patent which before had
been nullified by the Federal Patent
Court due to lack of novelty over the
prior art, in a first instance decision
which is presently on appeal.

For over twelve years, the plaintiff has
been distributing via its German sub-
sidiary a very successful drug for the
treatment of schizophrenia and other dis-
orders of the central nervous system,
comprising the active substance “olanza-
pine”. This active substance is the subject
matter of EP 0 454 436, the patent-in-suit.

The patent-in-suit was revoked by the
German Federal Patent Court with effect
for the territory of the Federal Republic of
Germany (see IP Report 2007-III). The
reasoning by the Federal Patent Court
was that olanzapine was not novel over a
pre-published document, which had
already been considered in the granting
procedure. According to the Federal
Patent Court, even though the compound
olanzapine was not explicitly mentioned
therein, the average person skilled in the
art was reading it as a self-evidence and
without any difficulty. The Plaintiff
appealed against the decision of the
Federal Patent Court at the German
Federal Supreme Court. The appeal has
not been decided yet.

The defendants intend to place a generic
drug containing the active substance
olanzapine on the market, obviously trust-
ing that the decision by the Federal
Patent Court will be confirmed. For pre-
venting the defendants from marketing
drugs containing olanzapine, the plaintiff
filed an action for a preliminary injunction
with the Düsseldorf District Court. The
action was rejected by the Düsseldorf
District Court for the reason that the court
had doubts regarding the validity of the

patent-in-suit. The plaintiff instantly filed
an appeal against this decision. 

These are the reasons against and for
granting the preliminary injunction: 

The reasoning of the decision of the
Düsseldorf District Court (the first
instance before the appeal) had been
that, in litigation, ordering the desired pre-
liminary injunction would imply that the
infringement court considers the patent-
in-suit as being patentable and thus puts
its own considerations in place of those
made by the technical experts at the
Federal Patent Court. An exception which
might justify such an order would be pos-
sible if there were no reasons mentioned
for the re-vocation of the patent, but not if
the cited prior art was discussed by the
nullity court in detail, as in the present
case. The District Court held that it is at
the sole discretion of the Federal
Supreme Court to revise decisions ren-
dered by the Federal Patent Court. Even
when assuming that the decision of the
Federal Patent Court was based on an
incorrect understanding of novelty, there
were no grounds at hand that the assert-
ed patent claims are not based on an
inventive step. According to the
Düsseldorf District Court, a well-founded
evaluation of these questions was not
possible without consulting experts – and
thus not appropriate in preliminary injunc-
tion proceedings.

The plaintiff, however, considered the
District Court to be very well able to 
evaluate novelty and inventive step since
these are legal questions. The necessary
help of experts is already given in the
form of various expert opinions. Since the
nullity decision of the Federal Patent
Court is not yet legally binding, the
patent-in-suit continues to be in force.
Even though the nullification of the patent
usually induces such doubts with regard
to the validity of the patent-in-suit, if the
reasons for nullification are obviously
wrong the patent proprietor should not be
in a worse position than before a decision
in the nullity proceedings.

The Düsseldorf Appeal Court agreed with
the argumentation of the plaintiff. The
Court generally assumed priority of a first
instance decision rendered by the experts
of the Federal Patent Court regarding
validity. However, in a case in which the
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revocation or nullification is evidently
wrong, and in which even the non-experts
of the infringement court are able to 
reliably recognize this, an exception to
this rule would be mandatory. The
Düsseldorf Appeal Court clarified that the
technical questions raised in view of the
factual submissions by the parties are
accessible and can be answered conclu-
sively by the court on the basis of its
experience in evaluating technical and
legal facts concerned with intellectual
property rights.

The Court further considered the fact that,
just shortly before the expiration of an
intellectual property right, an unjustified
decision to revoke the patent notably pro-
vokes competitors to commit infringing
acts, since they can count on the patent-
ed technology to be in the public domain
anyway until an appeal decision will be
rendered in the nullity proceedings. In
view of such a constellation, the infringe-
ment court may override, even in prelimi-
nary injunction proceedings, the obvious-
ly incorrect decision rendered by the nul-
lity instance.

The Düsseldorf Appeal Court further held
that it was possible for an average person
skilled in the art to arrive at the compound
olanzapine only by means of an inventive
step. In particular, the Court opposed the
very broad understanding of the Federal
Patent Court regarding novelty. Although
in the present case, the compound olan-
zapine was not mentioned explicitly in the
prior art, in the opinion of the Federal
Patent Court, according to the principles
of the decision by the Federal Supreme
Court in the decision “Elektrische
Steckverbindung” (Electrical Connector),
olanzapine was, however, rendered obvi-
ous by a prior publication in such a way
that it was disclosed implicitly to the per-
son skilled in the art without any difficulty
when reading it attentively and putting
his/her attention less to the words but
rather to the evident meaning. 

The reasons stated by the Federal Patent
Court already showed that there are many
steps which would have to be taken by
the average person skilled in the art in
order to arrive at olanzapine as a possible
alternative of the compound explicitly
mentioned in the prior art. According to
the Düsseldorf Appeal Court, this would
not be possible without an inadmissible

retrospective consideration, being aware
of the invention with a high inventive rank,
for which the court provides detailed rea-
soning. Ultimately, the Court concluded
that the invalidity decision by the Federal
Patent Court was unjustified and it grant-
ed the requested preliminary injunction.

Reported by Clemens Rübel
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4. European Court of Justice on com-
parative advertising and trademark
infringement (Judgment of June 12,
2008 –  Case C-533/06, O2 Holdings Ltd
v. Hutchison 3G UK Ltd – “O2”)

The ECJ judgment arose from a reference
made by the Court of Appeal for England
and Wales in litigation between O2, one of
the major telecommunications companies
in the UK, and Hutchison, a newcomer in
the market. In television advertisements,
Hutchison had compared its prices to
those of O2, and used the name and the
“O2” mark and a figurative mark – rising
bubbles – which was similar to a regis-
tered device mark held by O2. The
remaining issues in the case involved only
the use of the device mark and concerned
the interpretation of the Trademark
Directive (Directive 89/104) and of the
Misleading and Comparative Advertising
Directive (Directive 84/450 as amended,
now codified as Directive 2006/114), and
specifically the question of the relation-
ship between trademark protection and
comparative advertising. The questions
referred were the following:

1.  Where a trader, in an advertisement for
his own goods or services, uses a regis-
tered trade mark owned by a competitor
for the purpose of comparing the charac-
teristics (and in particular the price) of
goods or services marketed by him with
the characteristics (and in particular the
price) of the goods or services marketed
by the competitor under that mark in such
a way that it does not cause confusion or
otherwise jeopardise the essential funct-
ion of the trade mark as an indication of
origin, does his use fall within either (a) or
(b) of Article 5 (1) of Directive 89/104?

2.  Where a trader uses, in a comparative
advertisement, the registered trade mark
of a competitor, in order to comply with
Article 3a (1) of Directive 84/450 … must
that use be “indispensable” and if so what
are the criteria by which indispensability is
to be judged?

3.  In particular, if there is a requirement of
indispensability, does the requirement
preclude any use of a sign which is not
identical to the registered trade mark but
is closely similar to it?

The Advocate General, in his Opinion of
January 31, 2008, concluded that the

case should be judged under the
Misleading and Comparative Advertising
Directive only. This caused major concern
in the trademark community, because it
would have left trademark owners without
a trademark remedy even in cases where
the comparative advertising would not
comply with the conditions imposed by
the Directive.

The ECJ did not follow the Advocate
General. The Court held that an interpre-
tation of the provisions of the two
Directives should not permit inherent con-
flicts to result. Where comparative adver-
tising is permissible under Directive
450/84, no trademark infringement claim
may be brought. However, when the com-
parative advertising does not comply with
the Directive, trademark infringement
actions may be brought under Directive
89/104, provided that the requirements
for a finding of trademark infringement are
met. The ECJ proceeded on the assumpt-
ion that acts prohibited under trademark
law are (only) those acts where the
infringer uses the protected mark or sign
in relation to his own goods (para. 33).
The ECJ did not explain why this is the
case, but, rather, merely referred to its
earlier Opel decision (see IP Report issue
2007-I). The ECJ then held that even
where the trademark is used in compara-
tive advertising in order to identify and for
a comparison with the goods or services
of the advertiser’s competitor, it is ulti-
mately used for (“in relation to”) the
advertiser’s own goods and services
(para. 35 and 36). Thus, in principle, the
Trademark Directive applies.

As for the case before the Court, it was
first held that even the use of a mark or
sign, which is merely similar to the mark
or sign of the competitor, falls under the
Misleading and Comparative Advertising
Directive. In case there was likelihood of
confusion, the comparative advertise-
ment would be unlawful pursuant to
Article 3a (1) lit h of the Directive (now
Article 4 lit h in the codified version). As
the referring court had expressly found
that there was no likelihood of confusion,
the comparative advertisement could not
be enjoined as trademark infringement
under Directive 89/104, whether or not it
was lawful under the Directive 84/450.
The Court therefore found it unnecessary
to deal with the second and third ques-
tions, namely the issue of “indispensabili-
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ty”, considering that these questions were
asked only in case the answer to the first
question would have been different. The
answer given by the Court was as follows:

1. Article 5 (1) and (2) of First Council
Directive 89/104/EEC of 21 December
1988 to approximate the laws of the
Member States relating to trade marks
and Article 3a (1) of Council Directive
84/450/EEC of 10 September 1984 con-
cerning misleading and comparative
advertising, as amended by Directive
97/55/EC of the European Parliament and
of the Council of 6 October 1997, must be
interpreted to the effect that the proprietor
of a registered trade mark is not entitled
to prevent the use by a third party of a sign
identical with, or similar to, his mark, in a
comparative advertisement which sat sat-
isfies all the conditions, laid down in Article
3a (1) of Directive 84/450, under which
comparative advertising is permitted.

However, where the conditions required in
Article 5 (1) lit b of Directive 89/104 to pre-
vent the use of a sign identical with, or
similar to, a registered trade mark are
met, a comparative advertisement in
which that sign is used cannot satisfy the
condition, laid down in Article 3a (1) lit d
of Directive 84/450, as amended by
Directive 97/55, under which comparative
advertising is permitted. 

2.      Article 5 (1) lit b of Directive 89/104
is to be interpreted as meaning that the
proprietor of a registered trade mark is
not entitled to prevent the use by a third
party, in a comparative advertisement, of
a sign similar to that mark in relation to
goods or services identical with, or similar
to, those for which that mark was regis-
tered where such use does not give rise
to a likelihood of confusion on the part of
the public, and that is so irrespective of
whether or not the comparative advertise-
ment satisfies all the conditions laid down
in Article 3a of Directive 84/450, as
amended by Directive 97/55, under which
comparative advertising is permitted.

The result is comforting for those who
had feared that the ECJ would follow the
Advocate General who had come out in
favour of an approach which would have
led to the exclusion of trade mark reme-
dies even in cases of unlawful compara-
tive advertising. The judgment is disap-
pointing for those who had hoped for

more guidance on the use of trade marks
in comparative advertising. More guid-
ance may be expected from the similarly
famous “Bellure” case, again a reference
from the Court of Appeal for England and
Wales (Case C-487/07), where a judg-
ment cannot be expected before some
time next year.

Reported by 
Dr. Alexander von Mühlendahl

5. European Court of Justice: on likeli-
hood of confusion, complex trade-
marks, inherent and increased distinc-
tiveness (ECJ judgment of July 17,
2008 – Case C-488/06 P – L & D SA v.
OHIM – Julius Sämann Ltd – “Aire
Limpio”)

In an opposition case before OHIM, the
application for a device mark with
word elements was opposed on the
basis of a device mark and several
composite marks containing verbal
elements. The conflicting marks were
the following:

OHIM’s Board of Appeal had found in
favour of the opponent (contrary to the
Opposition Division), and the applicant’s
appeal to the Court of First Instance was
dismissed by judgment of September 7,
2006 (Case T-168/04). The outcome of
the further appeal to the ECJ was awaited
with some apprehension, because the
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Advocate General Sharpston, in her
Opinion of March 13, 2008, had come to
the conclusion that the judgment should
be reversed, because the CFI had not
clearly separated the various marks.

The ECJ fully accepted the reasoning of
the CFI and confirmed. In so concluding,
the ECJ made a number of statements
which are of great significance for deter-
mining trademark conflicts:

As regards the appellant’s claim that the
CFI had erroneously attributed the
enhanced degree of distinctiveness
acquired through use of the ARBRE
MAGIQUE complex mark to the figurative
silhouette mark, the ECJ accepted that
the use of a complex mark may confer
distinctiveness on an element of such a
mark. The ECJ, referring to its earlier
Have a Break … judgment (Nestlé, Case
C-353/03), explained that the reasoning in
that case, involving acquired distinctive-
ness through use of a sign as part of a
composite sign, equally applied to cases
of enhanced distinctiveness through use:

[49] As the Court of First Instance recalled
in paragraph 73 of the judgment under
appeal, the Court of Justice has already
held that the acquisition of the distinctive
character of a mark may also be as a
result of its use as part of another regis-
tered trade mark. It is sufficient that, in
consequence of such use, the relevant
class of persons actually perceives the
product or service, designated by the
mark, as originating from a given under-
taking (see, to that effect, Nestlé, para-
graphs 30 and 32).

[50] Although the facts in Nestlé differed
from those in the present case, that does
not necessarily mean, contrary to what L
& D submits, that that finding of general
application does not apply also to a fac-
tual and procedural context such as that
at issue in the present case.

[51] In particular, the fact that Nestlé con-
cerned the acquisition of distinctive char-
acter by a mark which it was sought to
register, whereas the present case con-
cerns establishing whether an earlier
mark has a particularly distinctive charac-
ter in order to ascertain whether there is a
likelihood of confusion within the meaning
of Article 8 (1) lit b of Regulation No 40/94, 

does not, as the Advocate General point-
ed out in point 51 of her Opinion, justify
any difference of approach.

[52] The Court of First Instance was, con-
sequently, justified in observing in para-
graph 75 of the judgment under appeal
that, if mark No 91 991 could be regarded
as part of the ARBRE MAGIQUE mark, it
was possible to establish the particularly
distinctive character of the former on the
basis of evidence relating to the use and
well-known nature of the latter. In this con-
text it is significant to note that the en-
hanced degree of distinctiveness was
shown only for Italy. The CFI had accepted
this, and it was not challenged on appeal.

An enhanced degree of distinctiveness
acquired through use may also be shown
when the mark originally had only a very
weak inherent degree of distinctiveness
(which the ECJ accepted in the present
case only for the sake of the argument):

[67] In those circumstances, even if L & D
could rely on the argument that mark No
91 991 possesses merely a very weak
inherent distinctive character, since it
consists of the shape of the product
which is sold under that mark and that
shape is necessary to obtain the desired
technical result, the fact remains that
such an argument, even if it were well
founded, could not, in any event, cast
doubt on the finding made by the Court of
First Instance that that mark has acquired
a particularly distinctive character in Italy
because it is well known in that Member
State. As regards the evidence presented
to show enhanced distinctiveness, the
CFI had accepted such evidence from a
date subsequent to the filing date of the
contested CTM, because it allowed con-
clusions to be drawn for the earlier peri-
ods as well. The ECJ accepted this
approach:

[71] In fact, as the Court of First Instance
correctly recalled in paragraph 81 of the
judgment under appeal, the case-law of
the Court of Justice shows that account
may be taken of evidence which,
although subsequent to the date of filing
the application, enables the drawing of
conclusions on the situation as it was on
that date (see order in Case C-192/03 P
Alcon v OHIM [2004] ECR I-8993, para-
graph 41).
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[72] As a result, the Court of First Instance
was fully justified in holding, in para-
graphs 82 to 84 of the judgment under
appeal, that the fact that the data in ques-
tion relate to a period subsequent to the
date of filing the application for registra-
tion of the Aire Limpio mark is not suffi-
cient to deprive those data of their evi-
dential force as regards the finding that
mark No 91 991 is well known, since they
enable conclusions to be drawn on the
situation as it was on the date when that
application for registration was filed.

The ECJ expressly endorses the finding
of the Board and of the CFI that in order
to show enhanced distinctiveness, the
length of use may be taken into account:

[75] In fact, as the Court of First Instance
correctly found, the Board of Appeal, in
order to establish whether the ARBRE
MAGIQUE mark was well known, took
into account not only indications con-
cerning the sales figures and volume of
advertising, but also the prolonged use of
that trade mark.

[76] Since that finding in itself justifies the
conclusion reached by the Court of First
Instance in paragraph 85 of the judgment
under appeal, the Court finds that the
second ground given in that paragraph,
according to which the case law relied on
by L & D concerns the acquisition of the
distinctive character of a mark which is
the subject of an application for registra-
tion and not the assessment of whether a
registered mark is well known, was includ-
ed merely for the sake of completeness. As
regards the appellant’s claim that the
word element of the complex mark was
dominant, the ECJ pointed out that there
is no rule of law according to which an
arbitrary word in a complex mark is the
distinctive or dominant element, nor is
there a rule that a word element is sys-
tematically dominant:

[82] By this second branch, L & D challen-
ges the analysis made by the Court of
First Instance in paragraphs 91 to 96 of
the judgment under appeal of the similar-
ities between mark No 91 991 and the
Aire Limpio mark. The appellant submits,
inter alia, that the Court was wrong in
holding that the graphic element of the
Aire Limpio mark has a clearly dominant
character in the overall impression, which
noticeably prevails over the word element.

[83] However, the fact remains that the
Court of First Instance made in that 
context an assessment of the facts which,
unless the appellant claims those facts
were distorted, cannot be reviewed by the
Court of Justice on appeal.

[84] Furthermore, it must be added that,
contrary to what L & D maintains, there is
no rule to the effect that the name used in
a trade mark must be regarded as distinc-
tive and fanciful where it is devoid of any
specific meaning. Moreover, as observed
in paragraph 55 above, nor does the
Court’s case law show that the word ele-
ment of a complex mark is systematically
dominant in the overall impression given
by that mark.

Reported by 
Dr. Alexander von Mühlendahl

6. EFTA Court abandons rule of interna-
tional exhaustion in trademark cases
Decision of July 8, 2008 – Joint Cases E-
9/07 and E-10/07 – L’Oréal Norge AS &
L’Oréal SA v Per Aarskog AS [Case E-
9/07], Nille AS [Case E-9/07] and Smart
Club AS [Case E-10/07] – “REDKEN”)

Judgments of the EFTA Court rarely
attract attention of the IP community. This
is, however, different when issues of
trademark law or other IP law issues are
involved. As background information, the
following (taken from the EFTA Court’s
website) may be helpful: The EFTA Court
has jurisdiction with regard to EFTA
States which are parties to the EEA
Agreement (at present Iceland,
Liechtenstein and Norway). The Court is
mainly competent to deal with infringe-
ment actions brought by the EFTA
Surveillance Authority against an EFTA
State with regard to the implementation,
application or interpretation of an EEA
rule, for the settlement of disputes
between two or more EFTA States, for
appeals concerning decisions taken by
the EFTA Surveillance Authority and for
giving advisory opinions to courts in EFTA
States on the interpretation of EEA rules.
Thus the jurisdiction of the EFTA Court
mainly corresponds to the jurisdiction of
the Court of Justice of the European
Communities over EC States.
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The references to the EFTA Court arose
from litigation between L’Oréal and vari-
ous retail establishments in Norway that
were selling original REDKEN products
imported from the United States. 

The issue raised was whether the EFTA
countries belonging to the EEA
(Liechtenstein, Island, and Norway) were
entitled to maintain the principle of inter-
national exhaustion or should follow the
ECJ, which had decided that Article 7 of
the Trademark Directive 89/104 must be
interpreted as precluding international
exhaustion (Judgment of July 16, 1998,
Case C-355/96, Silhouette International
Schmied v. Hartlauer Handelsgesellschaft
– “Silhouette”). In an earlier judgment pre-
ceding the “Silhouette” decision of the
ECJ, the EFTA Court had concluded that
the EFTA countries were free to apply the
doctrine of international exhaustion
(Judgment of December 3, 1997, Case E-
2/97, Mag Instruments Inc. v. California
Trading Company Norway (“MAGLITE”).
The questions referred were in both cases
the same:

1. Is Article 7 (1) of Council Directive
89/104/EEC to be understood to the
effect that a trade mark proprietor has the
right to prevent imports from third coun-
tries outside the EEA when such imports
take place without the consent of the
trade mark proprietor?

2. Is Article 7 (1) of Council Directive
89/104/EEC to be understood to the
effect that international exhaustion is per-
mitted?

The EFTA Court decided to follow the
ECJ. Its answer to the questions was as
follows:

Article 7 (1) of First Council Directive of 21
December 1988 to approximate the laws
of the Member States relating to trade
marks (89/104/EEC) is to be interpreted to
the effect that it precludes the unilateral
introduction or maintenance of interna-
tional exhaustion of rights conferred by a
trade mark regardless of the origin of the
goods in question.

As a consequence of this judgment,
trademark proprietors are now (finally)
able to plug one the few remaining loop-
holes for getting “grey” or unauthorized

genuine goods legitimately on the Euro-
pean (including the EFTA states) market.

Reported by 
Dr. Alexander von Mühlendahl

7. German Federal Supreme Court
holds, in a just published decision, that
genuine use of a service mark requires
that the consumers or end users will
recognise that the mark does not only
identify the company but also specific
services (Decision of of October 18,
2007 – Case I ZR 162/04 – AKZENTA ).

In this regard, the consumers or end
users are aware that, generally, a com-
pany name may also be used for serv-
ices, rather than for goods. Use of a
third party will be assigned to the
trademark owner if the third party uses
the mark knowing that the trademark
has a different owner.

The defendant, an insurance company, is
the owner of the word mark “AKZENTA”,
registered for “insurance underwriting”,
including “insurance brokerage”. The
plaintiff, owner of trademarks that include
the designation “AKZENTA” claimed for
compliance of the defendant to cancella-
tion of the word mark “AKZENTA” for
non-use. The defendant rejected the
plaintiff’s claim, arguing that the trade-
mark “AKZENTA” had been used by his
licensee. 

According to the Federal Supreme Court,
genuine use of a trademark requires that
the specific way the mark is used com-
plies with the essential function of a
trademark, i.e., to guarantee the identity
of the origin of goods or services to the
consumer by enabling him, without any
possibility of confusion, to distinguish the
products or services from other products
and services which have another origin.
Therefore, it is adequate – but also neces-
sary – that the trade mark is used in a way
that is common practice in the relevant
fields of trade and that it is economically
reasonable for the registered products.
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Consequently, genuine use has to be
denied if a trademark is being used only
as reference to a company without any
reference to specific services. The critical
point is whether the consumer or end
user, by taking the specific circum-
stances of use as presented to the con-
sumer or end user into account, will
understand the way the trademark has
been used, as a sign to distinguish the
goods and services of the trademark
owner from others’ goods and services.
Although a trademark generally has to be
used in the logo design it has been regis-
tered, use in a different design will be
accepted as genuine use in terms of
Section 26 (3) Trademark Act, if the con-
sumer or end user will recognise the reg-
istered trademark and the sign in use as
the same sign and, therefore, will not
attribute any significant impact on the
added or omitted parts of the sign in use. 

As far as service marks are concerned,
consumers or end users are used to the
fact that trademarks do not only identify
the company, but also specific services,
because – different to trademarks regis-
tered for goods – a physical connection
between the trademark and the products
is not possible. In this respect, con-
sumers are also aware that services are
marked with the company name more fre-
quently than goods. Such understanding
requires that the consumer or end user
will recognise that the sign is not only
used as a reference to the company but
also for services offered by that company.
Furthermore, the trademark has to be
used for specific services. Reference to
use of the trademark by a third party to
prove genuine use of the trademark is
admissible if the third party knows that
the trademark has a different owner.
Generally, this is the case if the trademark
owner and the third party concluded a
license agreement concerning use of the
trademark. 

The present decision of the Federal
Supreme Court stresses the importance
for trademark owners to take care that a
trademark is in genuine use if it is also the
company name of the trademark owner.
Although the decision includes some
helpful assumptions for the owners of
service marks, it emphasizes that not
every way a trademark is used fulfils the
requirements of genuine use.

Reported by Philipe Kutschke

8. German Federal Supreme Court on
“smell-alikes” (Decision of December 6,
2007 – Case I ZR 184/05 – “Duftvergleich
mit Markenparfum”/”comparative lists
of perfumes” – and decision of June 6,
2008 – Case I ZR 169/05 – 
“ Imi ta t ionswerbung”/“ Imi ta t i ve
Advertising”)

There is a growing number of infringers
who do not offer perfumes with the
identical packaging and the identical
name (“knock offs”) but who imitate
the scent of the perfume, but then cre-
ate names which are linguistic or con-
ceptional associations, i.e. they are not
identical but come very close to the
original names of the perfumes. 

Thus, the best seller among men’s per-
fumes, Armani’s “Acqua di Gio”
becomes “Acqua di Giorno”, Cerruti’s
“1881” becomes “1999”, Lancôme’s
“Miracle”, “Poême”, “Mania” and
“Trésor” are offered as “Pink Wonder”,
“Le Peintre“, “Phobia” and “La Valeur”.
Those imitations, in the broader sense,
are partly advertised as cheap smell-
alikes (“La Valeur smells like Trésor”),
partly without such express allegation,
using lists only for the dealers at sales
points which those will happily trans-
late to the end-consumers. 

It is not a coincidence but proves the size
of this problem that after its first decision
four years ago (BGH GRUR 2004, 697 –
Genealogie), the German Supreme Court
had accepted two further cases for legal
review which have just been published.
The cases concerned different perfumes
which were imitations of perfumes of
Davidoff, Joop and Jil Sander. Among the
respective pairs of perfumes compared
were: Cool/Blue, Water/Ocean,
Sculpture/Statue, Water/Icy Cold,
Sun/Sunset Boulevard. 

The Supreme Court decided that the dis-
missals of the request for an injunction by
the two different courts of appeal
(Cologne and Frankfurt) lacked sufficient
reasoning. It sent both cases back to the
lower courts and instructed them to
examine whether the reference to the
competitor’s product can be regarded as
“sufficiently explicit” under the German
rules on unfair competition which corre-
spond to Article 3 a (1) lit h of the EC
Comparative Advertisement Directive
97/55 which forbids a reference to a com- M
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petitors mark if the products are present-
ed as imitations of the original products. 
The Court added that it is not sufficient to
affirm the intended association with the
famous product if consumers recognize
the original product (only) due to criteria
which are outside the challenged adver-
tisement or due to their own knowledge. It
appears that the Court is of the opinion
that, while the above-cited advertisement
slogan (“smells like…”) together with the
use of trademarks which are conception-
ally similar in the trademark sense would
be regarded as inadmissible comparative
advertisement, however, if the claim
“smells like..” is missing, the mere use of
similar signs or trademarks might not be
regarded as explicit enough. 

In the appeal the judges will have to
examine the full picture. It is obvious that
the imitator will always choose the most
famous marks which create exactly what
the Supreme Court calls the “own knowl-
edge of the consumer”. The top selling
perfumes mentioned above are known at
least to an overwhelming part of female
consumers. This famous character of
these marks, however, can clearly be
attributed to the promotion and invest-
ment of the rights owner and is exploited
by the infringer who needs less explana-
tion and verbal association the more
famous the infringed trademark is. 

Some of the signs chosen might need a
minimum of linguistic understanding
where synonyms or allusions are being
used. The Supreme Court assumes, how-
ever, that at least the dealers understand
the “code” and are able to choose the
imitation if a consumer asks for the
“smell-alike” of Water and Ocean. The
fact that smell-alikes have been on the
market since years and continuously
emerge after a new perfume has gained a
certain success has to be taken into con-
sideration by the courts when evaluating
the situation: a number of consumers will
already know the imitation by name,
another percentage will recognize the
conceptual similarity of the imitation and
the original when they see the imitation at
a sales point or on the Internet, while the
smaller percentage might need the advice
by the seller.

Did the German Supreme Court feel
obliged, on the basis of the case law of
the ECJ, to come to the conclusion that

comparative advertisement is only inad-
missible where the imitator expressly
announces that his product constitutes
an imitation of the original? (“By the way,
it not only smells like Trésor, this is also an
imitation of Trésor”). What is the level of
awareness of consumers in this field?
First of all, who are the average con-
sumers? In the great majority women,
since if men wanted to make a present to
a woman, they might feel ashamed to buy
an imitation. But women who want to
save money and know their favorite per-
fume might ask for the imitation. So the
large majority of buyers do not need any
further information, since they know that
expensive perfumes with famous trade-
marks are imitated. They will understand
what the Supreme Court calls the “code”,
namely the use of conceptually close
substitute marks. If consumers are uncer-
tain which of the fakes “matches” the
original, they will simply ask the dealer. In
consequence potential buyers reach the
last conclusion: If it smells like the origi-
nal, this is because it is an imitation.

At least the two groups of consumers 
– those who already have identified the
equivalent of the famous original and, in
addition, those who recognize it when
they see it in a shop because they under-
stand the linguistic allusion – should be
enough for affirming the inadmissibility of
the use of “telling” signs for imitated
products.

Opinion

If it was required that more information is
needed before the pirate can be stopped:
would this still be the image of the edu-
cated, attentive and observing consumer
which the ECJ has described in a number
of decisions? And would such lenient
treatment of imitators satisfy the goal of
the Lisbon Agenda of combating piracy
and enhance the value and protection of
IP rights? Each year innovative industry
looses 200 billion dollars of sales world-
wide to pirates. If the courts feel obliged
to open a new door for clever infringers,
they will immediately use it. To say it
bluntly: can imitators and pirates only be
found liable if they publicly announce “I
am a pirate”, and not if they act as one?
A pirate is a person who saves the costs
for his own development of a product,
watches the right owner investing in the
promotion and distribution of a new prod-
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uct, then chooses the most successful
ones, makes a chemical analysis and then
puts the product on the market. 

From French cases it has become known
that mere individual sellers, not to speak
of the manufacturers, easily reach sales
figures above 100,000 Euros per year.
Should all these well-organized counter-
feiters who often belong to the same
sales network really be allowed to hide
behind the rules of comparative adver-
tisement which were meant to protect the
honest busi-nessman and not the pirate? 

The ECJ will soon have the opportunity to
interpret the law on the basis of the Com-
parative Advertisement Directive, since
the UK Court of Appeals has referred a
“smell-alike” case to Luxembourg by pre-
liminary reference (L’Oréal v Bellure, case
C-1487/07). That case may be regarded
as an easy one in view of the fact that the
imi-tator used the same smell as advertis-
ing slogan so that the consumer can
make a quick conclusion: if it smells like
the original, it must be an imitation. If,
however, the ECJ comes to an interpreta-
tion of the Directive 97/55 that perfume
imitators who of-fer smell-alikes act law-
fully, then there is only one solution: the
law must be changed or the perfume
industry will continue losing hundreds
millions of Euros to the pirates.

Reported by Dr. Jochen Pagenberg

9. German Federal Patent Court: The
designation “Bio Bär” (“Bio Bear”) for
gummy bears, constituting a mere
product-related information, serves to
designate the kind of goods, i.e., bio-
logically manufactured gummy bears,
and is devoid of any distinctive char-
acter (Decision of April 2, 2008 – Case
28 W [pat] 187/07 – “Bio Bär”/“Bio
Bear”).

Such absolute grounds for refusal
which led to the cancellation of the
German trademark registration “Bio
Bär” have been present both at the
time of registration in 1996 and at the
time of declaration of invalidity by the
GPTO in April 2007. Attorneys of the
law firm Bardehle Pagenberg success-
fully represented the applicant in the
proceedings before the GPTO, which
were concluded by the confirming and
final decision of the Federal Patent
Court.

The applicant applied for the declaration
of invalidity of the German trademark reg-
istration “Bio-Bär” for gummy bears. The
GPTO declared the trademark “Bio-Bär”
for gummy bears invalid for being devoid
of any distinctive character and for being
generic according to Section 8 (2) no. 1
and 2 Trademark Act. Thereupon, the
owner of the trademark registration “Bio
Bär” appealed the decision of the GPTO
to the Federal Patent Court which, in the
underlying decision, upheld the declara-
tion of invalidity. 

Pursuant to the findings of the court, the
abbreviation “Bio”, particularly in connec-
tion with foodstuffs, expresses that the
product has been manufactured with the
use of only natural ingredients. The same
applies to the abbreviation “Bio” at the
time of registration of the trademark in
1996, which results from both the case
law of the Federal Patent Court and the
legal literature from 1989 and 1994.
Furthermore, the denotation “Bär” was
commonly known as a description of a
certain kind of sweet at the time of regis-
tration, which is not only demonstrated by
the list of goods of the attacked trade-
mark which included the product desig-
nation “gummy bears” but also by the
case law of the Federal Patent Court ren-
dered from 1996 to 1998. 
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Against this background, the composite
trademark “Bio Bär” has been assessed
by the court – regarding both, the date of
registration and the date of cancellation –
as being unmistakeably product-related
information. This results from the fact that
the meaning of the composite sign does
not exceed the sum of its descriptive
parts (“Bio” and “Bear”) and constitutes
an unambiguously descriptive concept as
such. 

Furthermore, according to German and
European case law, descriptive signs
“regularly” (according to the ECJ
“inevitably”) lack the necessary distinc-
tiveness. In the case at hand, says the
Supreme Court, the case law of both
courts leads to the same result, since the
designation “Bio-Bär” does not fulfil the
requirements of the primary function of a
trademark of pointing at its origin, and the
relevant public will rather perceive the
trademark as a description of the product. 

Since, according to the findings of the
court, the trademark “Bio-Bär” was
already held as being descriptive at the
time of its registration, the now tougher
criteria of the registration-practice as
applied by the GPTO did not have a neg-
ative effect on the trademark owner.

Furthermore, the owner’s plea that the
contested mark was a “very famous use
mark” which is present in nearly every
organic food shop was not held as being
sufficient to constitute a secondary
meaning, according to Section 8 (3)
Trademark Act. The same applies,
according to the Court, to the affidavit
signed by the former trademark owner,
stating that his company – next to anoth-
er manufacturer of sweets – was the
biggest manufacturer in this sector.
Finally, the owner’s vague submission
regarding the amount of “Bio-Bär” sweets
sold, did not meet the criteria set forth by
the ECJ in its “Chiemsee” judgment
regarding the issue of secondary mean-
ing. According to the ECJ, it is the trade-
mark owner’s obligation to provide evi-
dence of any long-time use of the sign as
a trademark and to submit corresponding
figures as to the concrete turnover
achieved with the mark for the goods in
question, the advertising expenditure
and, finally, the feedback of the
addressed public.

Finally, the court rejected the owner’s
plea, alleging that the application for dec-
laration of invalidity – as a reaction on a
warning letter sent by the owner of the
mark – was abusive, because of it having
been sent only a few months before the
expiration of the ten-year period for filing
an application for declaration of invalidity
(cf. Section 50 [2] Trademark Act).
According to the findings of the court, the
described way of action on the part of the
applicant is a typical approach following a
warning letter that is based on an unpro-
tectable trademark.

Reported by Verena Wintergerst
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10. German Federal Supreme Court
applies agent’s marks rules on busi-
ness relationship which goes beyond
mere exchange agreements, and clari-
fies other limits for applying agent’s
marks rules (Decision of April 10, 2008
– Case I ZR 164/05 – “audison”)

The case involved business partners who
negotiated about establishing a joint dis-
tribution company in Germany for distri-
bution of the “audison” products of the
plaintiff. The defendant started distribut-
ing “audison” products while said negoti-
ations were conducted. However, the joint
company was ultimately not founded, and
also negotiations for a sole common dis-
tributorship were not concluded.
Nevertheless, following the initial negotia-
tions the parties cooperated for approxi-
mately eight years, without concluding a
formal distribution agreement. 

The court held that while the parties had
not founded a joint company and had
also not concluded a formal distribution
agreement, they had nevertheless agreed
on cooperating in such a way that the
defendant was the responsible distribu-
tion partner for Germany. Although the
parties had not agreed on how the coop-
eration should be organized in the long-
term, the business relationship went
beyond the mere existence of a series of
purchase agreements. This was consid-
ered sufficient for applying the agent’s
marks rules according to Art. 6septies Paris
Convention, respectively, Section 11, 17
Trademark Act.

Another clarification concerned the for-
eign trademark of the plaintiff which was
not registered at the time when the defen-
dant applied for the mark in Germany. The
requirements are satisfied when the 
foreign trademark has been applied for
before the agent’s mark and has been
registered before the agent’s marks rules
have been invoked.

Reported by Peter J.A. Munzinger

11. German Federal Supreme Court:
Injunctive relief may be claimed
against online-auctioneers if vendors
offer forgeries on the internet platform
(Decision of April 30, 2008 – Case I ZR
73/05 – Internetversteigerung III/
Online-auctioneering III).

In the most recent decision of the
German Federal Supreme Court, con-
firming its former case-law, the Court
held that online-auctioneers have to
react if alerted by a trademark owner
about an obvious case of infringement,
and in consequence initiate appro-
priate action to avoid trademark
infringements in the future.

The claimants, owner of the marks-in-
suit, produce and distribute watches of
the brand “ROLEX”. On the internet plat-
form “ricardo.de” – run by the defendant
– vendors offered “ROLEX”-forgeries that
where explicitly marked as plagiarisms,
which is what the claimants claimed
against the defendant. 

Earlier, the Cologne Appeal Court had
basically granted injunctive relief, after the
Supreme Court had overruled a contrary
decision of the Cologne Appeal Court of
the year 2004 (Federal Supreme Court,
Case I ZR 304/01 Internetversteigerung
I/online-auctioneering I of March 11,
2004; see also the decision
Internetversteigerung II/online-auction-
eering II and related IP-Report 2007-II).
The Federal Supreme Court confirmed
the Cologne Appeal Court’s decision,
however limited to the precise point of the
complaint.

In line with its earlier decisions in respect
of the liability of online-auctioneers, the
Federal Supreme Court held that the lia-
bility privilege of the German Telemedia
Act for host-providers only affects the
criminal liability and the liability for com-
pensation but not the liability for injunc-
tive relief. Thus, the defendant – although
not offering the forgeries personally – may
be held liable as “disturber” or “interferer”
(what is known as the German legal term
of “Störerhaftung”), requiring, in brief, that
the online-auctioneer wilfully and causally
participated in bringing about a situation
which re-sulted in an unlawful interfer-
ence by a third party. Therefore, the third
party has to be acting not as a private
vendor, but – with regard to its sales
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activities – as a commercial vendor.
Furthermore, the online-auctioneer must
have been alerted beforehand by a trade-
mark owner about an obviously perceiv-
able case of trademark infringement. If so,
the online-auctioneer is not only obliged
to put an end to the specific infringing
auction, but also initiate adequate actions
to prevent infringing acts in the future, as
far as such actions are technically possi-
ble and reasonable for the online-
auctioneer. However, the Court under-
lined that such actions – e.g. reviewing
every auction of a vendor – may not be
deemed reasonable if they were to put the
whole business model of online auctions
into question.

In the present case, the defendant had
been alerted before about commercial
auctions of third parties with – obviously
perceivable – “ROLEX”-forgeries. Under
these circumstances, the defendant
would have had the obligation to state
that adequate and reasonable counter
measures were unsuccessfully initiated,
which he did not. 

Reported by Philipe Kutschke

12. Alicante Commercial Court on a
joint action against Community trade-
mark and Community Design infringe-
ments (Decision of December 4 2007 –
Case 152/2007 – L’ORÉAL SA v YESEN-
SY ESPAÑA SL and YE EG)

L’ORÉAL sought a declaration of infrin-
gement of both its Community trade-
mark “DOUBLE EXTENSION” and its
registered Community design for an
“eye-lash curler container”, an order
prohibiting the defendant from proced-
ing with the infringement as well as an
award of damages, jointly before the
Alicante Commercial Court acting as
the only Community trademark and
design court in Spain. In its decision of
December 4, 2007, the Court awarded
damages to the claimant and ordered
the defendant to cease and desist.

The Juzgado de Marca Communitaria,
being a chamber of the Juzgado de lo
Mercantil de Alicante (Alicante
Commercial Court), deals with exclusive
jurisdiction among the Spanish Courts,
with both Community trademark and
Community Design infringements.

As regards the trademark infringement,
the Court found the sign used in trade by
the defendant to be identical with the clai-
mant’s trademark “DOUBLE EXTENSION”
(the goods at issue were also found to be
identical).  According to the Court (with
support of the ECJ’s decision 
C-206/01 – Arsenal Football Club and 
C-291/00 – LTJ Diffusion), in case of iden-
tity between the signs and the goods and
services, the protection afforded by the
registered trade mark is absolute and no
likelihood of confusion is required (Article
9 [1] lit a CTMR). Irrespective of this, the
Court concluded that, even if the signs
were deemed to be non-identical, likeli-
hood of confusion would arise in the 
relevant public, thus still amounting to 
infringement of the registered trademark,
pursuant to Article 9 (1) lit b CTMR.

In this regard, the defendant tried to chal-
lenge the existence of likelihood of confu-
sion with the argument that the alleged
infringing products were marketed
through very different channels of distri-
bution and at a much lower price.
According to the Court, such circumstan-
ces are irrelevant for the infringement and
assessment of the likelihood of confusion,
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especially where the infringed trademark
enjoys a reputation and where identity of
both goods and signs exists. The Court
issued extensive comments focusing on
the functions of the trademark and the
protection of the consumers.

Regarding the action based on the regi-
stered Community design, the Court con-
cluded that the product marketed by the
defendant constituted an infringement,
since, due to the identical number of
parts, distribution, composition and
shape of both the composing parts and
the curler itself, the overall impression it
produces on the informed user did not
differ from the overall impression produ-
ced by the registered design on such a
user. The defendant’s allegation as to the
differences between prices and channels
of distribution were again rejected by the
Court.

At this point, it still remained to be deci-
ded on the sanctions to be imposed due
to the infringements. The available
actions for the owner of the infringed
rights are provided by Article 98 (1) CTMR
and Article 89 (1) CDR, as well as the
appropriate articles of the national law
(here Articles 40 et seq. Ley 17/2001 de
Marcas and Articles 52 et seq. Ley
20/2003 de Protección Jurídica del
Diseño Industrial) by reference to it made
by Articles 14, 97 (2) and 98 (2) CTMR and
Articles 88 (2) and 89 (2) CDR.

Specifically, with regard to the damages
for the infringement and pursuant to the
Spanish law, such damages shall be
assessed according to one of the follo-
wing criteria, at the affected party’s opti-
on: i) the profits the owner would have
earned by use of the trademark/design if
no infringement had taken place, ii) the
profits earned by the infringer as a result
of the infringement, iii) the amount the inf-
ringer would have had to pay the owner
for a license that would have allowed it to
make lawful use of the trademark or
design; furthermore, the owner of the inf-
ringed right may also claim compensation
for damages to the trademark/design’s
prestige caused by the infringer, in parti-
cular for deficient manufacture of the inf-
ringing goods or improper presentation
thereof in the marketplace.

L’OREAL claimed that damages had to be
calculated according to the principle of

fictitious license (criterion iii) and submit-
ted an expert opinion assessing the
amount of EUR 43,001.41. Since neither
evidence nor facts contesting the claimed
amount were submitted by the defendant,
the Court considered it to be reasonable,
in line with the case law of the Alicante
Appeal Court, according to which no pre-
vious licenses awarded by the proprietor
of the right are required in order for the
principle of fictitious license to be applied.

In addition to that amount, L’ORÉAL clai-
med 1 % of the defendant’s turnover, limi-
ted to the infringing goods, as compensa-
tion for damage to the mark and the
design’s prestige. The documentary evi-
dence submitted by the plaintiff included,
among other documents, a declaration of
the Spanish Medicine and Health
Products Agency stating that no informa-
tion relating to the goods marketed by the
defendant had been provided to it (as is
required), which was deemed to be rele-
vant for the case, and again the claimant’s
claim was accepted by the Court. Thus,
the total compensation awarded to the
claimant for three years of infringement
amounted to EUR 43,128.07.

Even though the Court itself stated that
the products in question infringed two dif-
ferent rights, when assessing the amount
of damages, it made no differentiation
whatsoever between damages arising
from the trademark infringement and
damages which arose from the design inf-
ringement. This was consistent with the
relief sought by the claimant, who
approached this specific matter as if only
one right had been infringed.

As a consequence of the infringement,
the Court also ordered the defendant to
stop using the expression “DOUBLE
EXTENSION” for goods in class 3, to stop
using the eyelash curler container and to
recall the infringing products.

Reported by Aitor Pomares Caballero
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